
Visualizing Geometric Uncertainty of Surface InterpolantsSuresh K. LodhaBob SheehanAlex T. PangCraig M. WittenbrinkComputer ScienceUniversity of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, USAPhone: 408-459-3773 Fax: 408-459-4829 e-mail: lodha@cse.ucsc.eduAbstractEvaluating and comparing the quality of sur-face interpolants is an important problem in com-puter graphics, computer aided geometric designand scienti�c visualization. Geometric uncertaintyis a measure of interpolation error, level of con-�dence or quality of an interpolant that dependsupon geometric characteristics of interpolants suchas position, normals, isophotes, principal curvaturesand directions, and mean and Gaussian curvatures.We present several new techniques for visualizinggeometric uncertainty of surface interpolants, thatcombine the strengths of traditional techniques suchas pseudo-coloring, di�erencing, overlay, and trans-parency with new glyph and texture-based tech-niques. The viewer can control an interactive query-driven toolbox to create a wide variety of graphicsthat allow probing of geometric information in use-ful and convenient ways. We demonstrate the e�ec-tiveness of these techniques by visualizing geometricuncertainty of surfaces obtained by di�erent inter-polation techniques { bilinear, C0 linear, C2 bicubicB-spline, multiquadrics, inverse multiquadrics andthin plate splines.Keywords: comparison, geometry, glyphs, interac-tive, interpolation, probes, surfaces, texture, uncer-tainty, visualization.1 IntroductionCentral to the work of scientists, engineers anddesigners is the task of constructing models of datasets obtained by instruments or created by users.Data interpolation is an important example of thistask. However, in most situations, there is no clearchoice of one model over another. Therefore, scien-tists, engineers and designers are very keenly inter-ested in comparing the results from di�erent models,and analyzing their relative advantages and disad-vantages.Geometric uncertainty is a measure of interpo-lation error, level of con�dence or quality of an in-terpolant, that depends on geometric characteristicsof interpolants such as position, normals, isophotes,

principal curvatures and directions, and mean andGaussian curvatures. These and other measures ofgeometric uncertainty will be discussed in Section2.1. Visualizing geometric uncertainty is a veryvaluable aid in evaluating the e�ectiveness of an in-terpolation scheme. Although some techniques suchas side-by-side display, di�erencing and pseudo-coloring have been found to be successful to some ex-tent, no one technique is exible or powerful enoughto provide the wide range of information that a usertypically seeks. Moreover, most of the past meth-ods provide no control to the user for probing thequality or geometry of the interpolants.In this work we present new techniques forvisualizing geometric uncertainty of surface inter-polants, that combine the advantages of traditionaltechniques such as pseudo-coloring, di�erencing,overlay and animation with new glyph and texturebased techniques. Our system also provides an in-teractive control to the user for probing geometricinformation of surface interpolants in many usefuland convenient ways.We demonstrate the e�ectiveness of these tech-niques by visualizing geometric uncertainty of sur-faces obtained by di�erent interpolation techniquesthat include multiquadrics, inverse multiquadrics,thin plate splines, bilinear, C0 linear and C2 bicubicB-spline interpolation schemes.2 BackgroundIn this section we describe the previous workon de�ning and visualizing uncertainty with an em-phasis on geometric uncertainty.2.1 UncertaintyUncertainty is a term that has been used todescribe several di�erent features of scienti�c dataincluding error, accuracy, con�dence level and qual-ity of data. Error can be de�ned as the discrepancybetween a given value and its true value [GBW94].Inaccuracy is the di�erence between the given valueand its modeled or simulated value [GBW94]. Con-�dence level is the level of con�dence that can beassociated with data and can be computed based on



statistical methods or evaluation by scienti�c judge-ment [TK93]. Data quality is a very broad term thatencompasses many concepts including data validityand data lineage [BBC91].Geometric uncertainty, likewise, is a scalar ora vector-valued function that captures error, accu-racy, quality or con�dence level of the geometry ofa surface. The geometric characteristics of interesttypically include several pieces of geometric infor-mation that are based on positional, �rst, secondand sometimes even third derivative information.The �rst derivative information of interest at a pointon the surface includes tangent plane information,normals and isophotes. Given a normal ~N(p) at thepoint p on a surface and a direction ~L of the lightsource, the isophote surface I~L(p) can be de�ned asI~L(p) = ~N(p) � ~L, where � denotes the dot product.There is a continuum of isophote surfaces depend-ing upon the direction of the light source. Contoursof isophote surfaces have been used to interrogatesurface geometry [HHS+92]. Most of the geometricmeasures that capture second derivative informationare based on minimum and maximum principal cur-vatures �1 and �2 and the associated principal di-rections ~e1 and ~e2 respectively. We refer the readerto any standard textbook on di�erential geometryfor details [dC76]. Important geometric measuresfor surfaces are Gaussian curvature K = �1�2 andmean curvatureH = 12 (�1+�2). Both Gaussian andmean curvatures are geometric invariants that cap-ture the local geometry of the surface. The quantity�21+�22 measures the strain energy of exure and tor-sion in a thin rectangular elastic plate with small de-ection, and is typically used as a standard fairnesscriterion for surfaces in engineering [HS91]. Thirdderivative information is captured by the sum of thevariations of the principal curvatures along the prin-cipal directions, that is, (d�1d~e1 )2 + (d�2d~e2 )2, which hasalso been used as a fairness metric [MS94]. Othermore sophisticated criteria have also been adopted[MS94]. In addition, reection lines, orthotomicsand focal surfaces have also been proposed for sur-face interrogation [HHS+92]. In principal, any func-tion of the above measures or weighted combinationof these measures such as the di�erences betweenthese measures can be used as an estimate of geo-metric uncertainty. The exact choice depends uponthe application at hand.2.2 Visualizing UncertaintyPopular techniques for visually comparing sur-face interpolants are side-by-side comparisons, dif-ference comparison and pseudo-coloring. Frankecompared visual aspects of several interpolants by

drawing wireframe perspective plots side-by-side[Fra82]. Isophotes have been compared by draw-ing the contours of isophote surfaces side-by-side[HHS+92]. Di�erence comparison is a techniquewhere the di�erence between two images, surfacesor volumes is computed point-by-point and the dif-ference image, surface or volume is rendered. Ex-amples of this occur in comparing images by Tvedt[Tve91]. Pseudo-coloring has been used to com-pare Gaussian curvature of surface interpolants byLounsbery et al. [LMD92].Other techniques for visual comparisons includetransparency, overlay and animation. Use of trans-parency for comparing surface interpolants is pre-sented in [PFN94]. Related concepts of blends (in-cluding techniques based on percentage classi�ca-tion of materials), fuzziness, fog or blurs have beenproposed in [FLN90, BBC91]. The idea of overlay-ing two curves or surfaces and connecting the re-spective points by straight lines or overlaying con-tour plots is also quite popular. Animation has beenused to visualize fuzzy data [Ger92].Although glyphs or textures have not been usedfor comparing or visualizing surface interpolants,they are quite common in data displays. Glyphs aresymbols that represent data through visual proper-ties such as size, shape, color, position and orienta-tion. They have also been called probes, geometri-cal primitives, stars, boxes and icons [PG88]. Linesegment glyphs have been used in porcupine-typedisplays of surface normals. Glyphs have been usedto represent univariate data [Tuk84, Tuf83]. Dif-ferent types of glyphs such as stars, Cherno� faces,boxes, pro�les, Kleiner-Hartigan tress and Andrew'splots have been used to represent multivariate data[CBB91]. Glyphs for representing vector and ten-sor �elds are shown in [dLvW93]. Texture map-ping has been used in scienti�c visualization [vW91].Displacement mapping and bump mapping are alsostandard techniques in computer graphics.In addition to the techniques mentioned above,most of the work in visualization of uncertainty hasbeen in the �eld of Geographic Information Sys-tems, for which we refer the reader to [GBW94]or [WSF+95]. We also mention that several tech-niques have been proposed for visualizing surfacesover surfaces and multi-valued volumetric visualiza-tion [FL91, Nie87], but none of them seems to haveaddressed the question of visually comparing sur-faces or visualizing geometric uncertainty.3 Features of the SystemThe geometric uncertainty visualization systemthat we have developed is written in C and GL li-brary for SGI platforms using FORMS interface.Currently the system has the capability to read data



sets speci�ed on a rectangular grid. We now presentan overview of our system for visualizing geometricuncertainty of surface interpolants and the key fac-tors that inuenced the design of the system. First,although traditional visualization techniques such aspseudo-coloring or di�erencing have been success-ful to some extent, no one technique is exible orpowerful enough to provide the wide range of infor-mation that a user typically seeks. Therefore, oursystem creates a wide range of visualization possi-bilities that incorporate the complementary advan-tages of di�erent visualization techniques. Second,in our visualizations, we have attempted to incor-porate the important principles of data-ink maxi-mization [Tuf83] and maximum impact [Tuk84] byproviding a clutter-free presentation and focusingon the substance of the presentation. More impor-tantly, we are guided by the principle of maximumutility to the user. Therefore, the user is providedwith an interactive query-driven toolbox that al-lows the facility to control many parameters suchas geometric uncertainty parameters, subregion se-lection, scaling, lighting, zooming, translation, rota-tion, color ramps to create their own views. More-over, in our visualizations, we have included manyretinal or visual variables such as shape, size, andcolor based on Bertin's classi�cation [Ber83]. Wenow discuss both these features in greater detail.3.1 Visualization TechniquesIn order to capture diverse geometric informa-tion together, we have created visualizations basedon geometry glyphs. Geometry glyphs are visual ob-jects that convey geometry through its visual prop-erties such as size, shape, color and position. Theuser can choose between many di�erent shapes thatinclude boxes, spheres and ellipsoids. Shapes, sizesand colors can be mapped to user-preferred geomet-ric parameters. These choices provide a wide rangeof possible glyphs. We now describe speci�c exam-ples of some glyphs that we have found useful. Adisplacement glyph (Figure 4) at a point is a thickline or a cylinder or an ellipse or a box, the heightof which encodes the geometric information of in-terest at that point. A cross-hair glyph (Figures 6and 7) consists of two orthogonal planes, the heightsof which encode uncertainty of mean and Gaussiancurvatures. A triangular glyph (Figures 7 and 8) is avector-glyph that displays the triangular region be-tween two vectors at the same point. We have usedtriangular glyphs to display the geometric uncer-tainty of normals and principal curvature directionsat a point. We have also created a volume-�llingglyph (Figure 1) that encloses the volume betweentwo surfaces by spheres whose radii are proportional

to the di�erence between two surfaces.In order to create visualizations that areclutter-free and easy to perceive, we have used tex-ture mapping for capturing geometric uncertaintyinformation. Three di�erent techniques of texturemapping have been implemented and investigated:displacement mapping, bump mapping and spotmapping. In displacement mapping (Figure 3), oneof the surfaces is randomly perturbed in proportionto the geometric uncertainty parameter. In bumpmapping, the normals to the surfaces are perturbed.In spot mapping, regions of high relative di�erencesappear spotted (Figure 8). The spot texture or jit-ter created in the surface highlights the regions ofinterest without extra gadgets as with glyphs.Our visualization system also incorporatesmost of the traditional visualization techniques in-cluding side-by-side comparisons, pseudo-coloring(Figures 2 and 5), di�erencing (Figure 5), overlay(Figure 4), animation and transparency (Figure 7)for visualizing any one geometric feature of inter-est. The system also allows the user to choose froma wide variety of geometric uncertainty parameters,described in Section 2.1.Combinations of these techniques provide aricher and more useful class of techniques. Forexample, Figure 4 combines displacement glyphswith overlay surfaces; Figure 5 combines di�er-encing with pseudo-coloring; Figure 7 combinestransparency with cross-hair glyphs and triangularglyphs; and Figure 8 combines spot texture map-ping with triangular glyphs. By combining thesetechniques judiciously, we have created a wide rangeof new possibilities for probing the geometry of sur-faces. Advantages of combining these visualizationtechniques are presented in Section 3.2.3.2 Interactive FeaturesThis visualization system provides the userwith query-driven interactive control of several fea-tures in order to create graphics that are useful andconvenient to view. The user is presented with aninteractive interface that consists of several menus,sliders, and buttons. Using menus, the user can clickon one of the many surface interpolation schemesthat are available or the user can choose one ofthe many visualization techniques such as pseudo-coloring, transparency, and glyphs by a simply click.The visual parameters available with any visualiza-tion technique can be interactively changed througha slider. The query-based interaction and regionselection is provided through additional interactivewindows that pop up through a simple click andprovide the user with the option of specifying theparameters by clicking on domain points or by en-tering the exact coordinates of the domain points.



The system allows standard geometric and viewingtransformations such as translation, scaling, rota-tion and zooming. A 3D-trackball allows user topick a direction of the light source interactively inorder to create an isophote surface.Visual Parameter Selection: With every visu-alization technique, there are several visual param-eters that can be controlled by the user. In glyph-based techniques the user can choose the displayresolution as well as the size, shape and color of theglyphs. In texture-based techniques, the user canchoose the randomness factor. In transparency orpseudo-coloring, the amount of transparency or thechoice of the color ramp is up to the user. In addi-tion, there are several visual parameters that are nottied to any particular visualization technique. Forexample, the user can position the lights, choose theintensity and colors of the light and choose materialproperties of the surface such as the coe�cients ofreectivity for ambient, di�use and spectral light.The user also has the ability to view a wireframerepresentation or a shaded representation. This ex-ibility can be used for three di�erent purposes:1. To create views that are easy to navigate andunderstand: This objective is achieved by map-ping visual parameters according to conve-nience of viewing. For example, the displayresolution can be chosen for a dense (Figure 6)or a sparse presentation (Figure 7). Size of theglyphs can be increased if the original glyphsare too small to view indicating that the ab-solute di�erences between the two interpolantsare very small. A green-red ramp is chosen inFigures 2 and 5 over a standard grey ramp, be-cause it indicates not only the magnitude ofthe di�erences between the two surfaces by thebrightness, but also the sign of the di�erencesby the color. The amount of transparency hasbeen manipulated in Figure 7 to display a trans-parent surface where the di�erences are smalland relatively opaque where the di�erences arelarge. The randomness factor in displacementmapping has been chosen in Figure 3 to presenta certain level of contrast that is meant to rep-resent the level of con�dence in the interpolant.Regions of low level of con�dence appear uncer-tain due to its rough texture.2. To overload an image with additional cues: Vi-sual parameters are mapped to the same ge-ometric information in order to reinforce thedata. Figure 4 displays two isophotes corre-sponding to two di�erent interpolants. Thedi�erences between the two isophotes are then�lled in by displacement glyphs. Both the map-pings { overlay and the displacement glyphs {

encode the same information about the posi-tion of the isophotes. However displacementglyphs provide additional cues. As another ex-ample, Figure 2 displays a surface that hasbeen pseudo-colored according to the di�erencebetween the two interpolants in addition tothe glyphs that encode the same informationthrough their heights. Both the mappings { thepseudo-color and the glyphs { provide the sameinformation but reinforce each other in a strongway to provide a much better understanding ofboth relative and absolute values.3. To create a single graphic that brings togetherdiverse geometric information together: In or-der to achieve this objective, visual parameterssuch as glyph parameters, texture parameters,amount of transparency or the color ramp aremapped to di�erent geometric uncertainty pa-rameters. Figure 7 displays the multiquadricinterpolant, where di�erences between the mul-tiquadric and the thin plate spline interpolantare highlighted using transparency technique,di�erences in normals are shown by triangularstrips and cross-hair glyphs have been utilizedto display the di�erences in mean and Gaus-sian curvatures. This graphic combines thepositional, the �rst derivative and the secondderivative uncertainty information in a singlegraphic.Query-Based: This refers to the ability of theuser to highlight or display only a part of the entiregraphic that satis�es certain constraints or queries.These queries are tied to the geometric propertiesof the surface. An example of such a query is todisplay only those glyphs that represent large dif-ferences between normals (Figure 8). This facilityis important in several situations. An example iswhen small di�erences may clutter the presentationand the viewer may want to remove them. An-other example is when large di�erences dominate ina pseudo-colored view and the user wants to removethem in order to focus on regions with intermediateor low values.Region Selection: This refers to the ability ofthe user to select certain subregions of interest. Forexample, the viewer can choose to view only theregion around a hill or a saddle point. Our systemprovides the facility to the user for viewing only thatpart of graphics that are associated with a curve ora point. The user can select these subregions ei-ther by clicking with a mouse or by providing thelocation of the point or the equation of the curve.This feature is useful for probing the surface at agiven point, surrounding regions or along boundarycurves. Glyphs along the curves can be animated



with animated probes. In this case a glyph such asan ellipsoidal ball or a box moves along a curve onone surface and expands or shrinks according to thedi�erence between two surfaces along that curve.The user can control the speed of the probe. Alter-natively, the glyphs along the curves can be sweptalong a desired curve and retained for subsequentviewing in swept probes (Figure 2).4 Implementation and AnalysisWe now describe the interpolation schemes anddata sets used in the experimentation of our visual-ization system. We then discuss the results of ourexperiments.4.1 InterpolantsWe have implemented several interpolationtechniques, that are quite popular in computergraphics, computer aided geometric design andscienti�c visualization applications. These inter-polants are C0 piecewise linear interpolant (basedon a triangulation of the data), bilinear interpolant,and C2 bicubic B-spline interpolant for griddeddata. For the bicubic B-spline interpolants, wehave used the generalization of not-a-knot boundarycondition [Wol90] for constructing tensor-productinterpolants. We have also implemented Hardy'smultiquadrics, inverse multiquadrics, and thin platesplines. The motivation for choosing these radialinterpolants is that these three radial interpolantsare the only ones (besides one more radial inter-polant) that received an `A' rating in visual categoryin Franke's survey [Fra82].4.2 Examples and Data SetsWe have experimented with Franke's six ana-lytic test functions [Fra82], which include a widevariety of shapes including hills, valleys, cli�s, sad-dles and a part of a sphere. The equations for thesefunctions are available in [Nie87]. We have set thevalue of the free parameter for multiquadrics andinverse multiquadrics interpolants for Franke's testfunctions to be the one reported by Foley et al.[Fol94], which is nearly optimal for a slightly dif-ferent distribution of data. For each of these func-tions, the interpolants can be constructed by sam-pling the analytic functions for di�erent data dis-tributions [Nie87]. Due to limited space, in thispaper all the �gures correspond to interpolants con-structed by sampling Franke's �rst analytic function(that contains two hills, a valley and a saddle), on a10� 10 grid. Geometric uncertainty in these �guresis computed as the di�erence between the geometricquantity of the interpolants.In order to accommodate 8 color �gures in onepage, we have provided very short captions for the�gures underneath. Here we describe each �gure

in greater detail. Except for Figure 3, which com-pares the C2 bicubic B-spline interpolant with thebilinear interpolant, all other �gures compare themultiquadric (MQ) with the thin plate spline inter-polant. Figure 1 displays the volume �lling glyphbetween the two interpolants. Figure 2 shows sweptprobes along a selected triangle for the MQ inter-polant with probes and pseudo-coloring mapped tothe di�erence between two interpolants. Figure 3presents the displacement mapping between the twointerpolants. Figure 4 displays a wireframe over-lay of an isophote corresponding to the two inter-polants with the displacement glyphs reemphasiz-ing the di�erence between the two isophotes. Fig-ure 5 displays di�erence of Gaussian curvatures ofthe two interpolants with pseudo-coloring mappedto the di�erence between the two interpolants. Fig-ure 6 presents the mean curvature of the MQ inter-polant with a dense display of crosshair glyphs indi-cating uncertainty in the mean and Gaussian curva-tures. Figure 7 uses the transparency technique todisplay the di�erences between the two interpolantswhere the triangular glyphs represent uncertaintyin the normals and the cross-hair glyphs representuncertainty in the mean and Gaussian curvatures.Finally, Figure 8 displays the spot texture mappingbetween the two interpolants with greater spots inregions of higher uncertainty. The triangular stripsindicate the uncertainty in the normals above a cer-tain threshold.4.3 DiscussionWe now discuss the results of our experimen-tation with visualizing geometric uncertainty. Thekey observation is that a static visualization sys-tem is too highly constrained to be of much valuein a practical situation. The key to a successful sys-tem is providing exibility in creating visualizationsby possible combinations of (i) visualization tech-niques, (ii) geometric uncertainty parameters, and(iii) visual parameters. This exibility was heavilyutilized in creating examples of visualizations pre-sented in this paper and in conducting the experi-ments for probing the quality of surface interpolants.Examples and advantages of exibility in choosingvisual parameters are described in Section 3.2. Herewe focus on analyzing the advantages and disadvan-tages of di�erent techniques for visualizing geomet-ric uncertainty.Glyphs: We have found both the displacementglyphs and volume �lling glyphs to be one of themost useful and precise techniques for comparingsurfaces visually. Displacement glyphs give a verygood idea of absolute di�erences between surfaces.They also provide the information as to where thesedi�erences are located as well as the relative po-sitions of the two surfaces. Volume �lling glyphs



are very useful in providing a good sense of the er-ror by �lling the total volume enclosed between thetwo surfaces. Even if the absolute di�erences arerather small, this method can be made very e�ectiveby scaling the glyphs, by choosing di�erent glyphshapes, by adjusting the spacing between glyphs andby zooming into the areas of interest. For example,spheres are better than boxes for small di�erencesbut worse for large di�erences because they tend tobulge out.Texture Mapping: Displacement mapping,bump mapping and spot mapping provide relativelyeasy to view information about the regions wherethe two surfaces disagree. Although these methodsseem to do a crude job of providing precise quan-titative information, they are very e�ective both asadditional cues and in having a clutter-free presen-tation even after adding more information about anadditional geometric feature.Transparency: Transparency uses much lessdata-ink to portray the same information and is veryhelpful in providing clutter-free presentation. Thistechnique is also useful due to its see-through mech-anism. However, this method does not provide aprecise idea of absolute di�erences between the twoquantities.Di�erence Surface: This method is very e�ec-tive in assessing the absolute di�erence between twoquantities. By scaling, this method can also bringout regions of high relative di�erences. The locationof these di�erences can also be grasped very easilyrelative to the domain, but not with respect to therange.Overlays: Overlays provide satisfactory infor-mation about the relative placement of two surfacesor the two geometric quantities. However they arerather di�cult to view due to intersections betweentwo surfaces.Pseudo-color: Pseudo-coloring technique is ef-fective in bringing out the regions of high relativedi�erences. However it is di�cult to gain good un-derstanding of the absolute value of the di�erencesusing this method.Animation: We found it rather di�cult to getmuch useful information from a simple animationbetween two surfaces. However when combined withanimated probes that expand in proportion to di�er-ences between surfaces along prescribed curves overwhich they move, they become an e�ective methodfor detailed information in regions of interest.Side-by-side comparison: This method is ef-fective in revealing large structural di�erences onlywhen they exist. However the eye cannot detectmany subtle and even intermediate scale di�erencesparticularly when the di�erences are shifts of similarfeatures.

5 ConclusionsIn this work, we have described several tech-niques of visualizing geometric uncertainty of sur-faces interactively. The user can create a wide va-riety of visualizations by choosing appropriate com-binations of visualization techniques and geometricfeatures of interest. The user is also able to performinteractive queries, select subregions of interest andmap a variety of visual parameters in order to createuseful and e�ective graphics. The system was ap-plied to probe the geometry of surface interpolants.AcknowledgmentsThis work was partially supported by NationalScience Foundation grants IRI-9423881 and CCR-9309738, ONR grant N00014-92-J-1807, and by thefaculty research funds granted by UC, Santa Cruz.
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Figure 1: Volume �lling glyphs Figure 2: Swept probes

Figure 3: Displacement mapping Figure 4: Displacement glyphs



Figure 5: Pseudo-colored di�erence Figure 6: Cross-Hair glyphs

Figure 7: Transparency with glyphs Figure 8: Spot texture with triangular glyphs


